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H I G H L I G H T S

• Microwave-enhanced fast pyrolysis is reported for heating rates of 1–50 °C/s.

• 33 Biomass samples and blends were tested for feedstock composition impacts.

• Mineral content and volatile matter accounted for the most liquid yield variability.

• The same parameters also predicted water and acid content in the liquid product.

• Observed bio-oil yields did not increase for heating rates> 10 °C/s.
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A B S T R A C T

The products from fast pyrolysis of biomass are variable and highly dependent upon feedstock composition,
particle size and geometry, and operating conditions such as heating rate, reaction temperature, and sweep gas
composition and velocity. Microwave heating is internal to the biomass particles, thereby avoiding convective
and conductive heat transfer limitations, which facilitates decoupling heat transfer effects from chemical re-
action kinetics. This separation allows for elucidation of the primary effects of the original materials’ compo-
sition on product yields. To better understand the interconnectedness of biomass composition and fast pyrolysis
(pyrolysis liquid oil yield in particular), a high throughput microwave-enhanced fast pyrolysis (MEFP) reactor
was used to react 33 biomass samples with a minimum of three replicate tests each. The materials in this study
included: woody feedstocks (with and without bark), agricultural residues, herbaceous energy crops, and
blended feedstocks. The highest liquid yields were obtained from lumber (66.2 wt%) and tulip poplar (64.9 wt
%), while the lowest yields were obtained from sorghum (47.8 wt%) and single-pass harvested corn stover
(48.5 wt%). Liquid yields had an average standard deviation of 1.4 wt% (average 2.5% relative standard de-
viation). The MEFP achieved heating rates up to 200 °C/s, however, beyond 10 °C/s liquid oil plateaued with
increasing heating rate. Multivariate regression of pyrolysis yields with over 20 feedstock properties, obtained
through detailed compositional analysis, indicates that aggregated alkali and alkaline Earth metals (primarily K
and Na, along with Ca and Mg) accounted for the most variability among liquid yields (R2= 0.71). Addition of
volatile matter as a second predictor variable achieved the greatest reduction of the model residuals to increase
the coefficient of regression (R2) to 0.85. Liquid yield water fraction increased linearly with feedstock potassium
and sodium content over a much wider range than previously observed. Pyrolysis oil acid content was found to
increase with increasing volatile matter and decreasing potassium and sodium content.

1. Introduction

Pyrolysis is a complex thermal degradation of materials in a low
oxygen environment. This process has been investigated for a number
of applications including fuel production, waste recycling and disposal,
beneficiation, production of chemicals, and as a pretreatment method

for other conversion processes. In addition to feedstock composition,
which can be highly variable [1] and impact biofuels production stra-
tegies [2], the products and efficiency of fast pyrolysis reactions are
highly dependent upon such factors as process temperature, reaction
residence times, product residence times, particle sizes and geometry,
reactor design, and sweep gases and velocities [3]. This has led to many
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parametric studies to understand the process variables. To allow for
comparison between operating parameters, true fast pyrolysis heating
rates must be obtained to decouple the chemical kinetics from heat and
mass transport phenomena. Under fast pyrolysis, similar chemical re-
actions occur between feedstocks of common properties and composi-
tion.

Microwave heating offers opportunities to control internal heating
rates of large particles via energy absorption through dielectric loss
beyond what can be achieved using heat conduction or convection [4].
The ability of microwaves to penetrate and heat particles internally [5]
can produce comparatively more uniform particle heating than heat
conduction from the surface [6]. The capability to rapidly pyrolyze
large samples (> 1 g) while maintaining relatively uniform tempera-
ture profiles is particularly beneficial for pyroprobe-type tests because
the large sample masses make it possible to complete mass balance of
the reaction products. Recent works by Robinson and Salema detail
dielectric properties of several biomass materials [5] and wood pellets
[7] and their relation to particle heating and products. The variation in
microwave energy absorption within specific tissues or compounds also
offers opportunities to focus heat delivery in order to potentially better
interrogate fundamental decomposition mechanisms compared to
conduction heat transfer alone. Moisture and carbon rich structures
readily absorb microwaves [8] while dry, unreacted biomass particles
are almost transparent to microwaves [5]. Appleton et al., studied the
processing of moisture rich waste and determined it to be an energy-
efficient alternative to traditional heating methods [9]. In the absence
of sufficient moisture [9], addition of carbonaceous materials [8] (ac-
tivated carbon [10], graphite, pyrolytic char [6], etc.) or inorganic
materials (catalysts, salts, metal oxides [11], etc.) [12] to biomass have
been investigated as a method to promote microwave absorption and
catalysis [13], and this option is pursued in this work. Wang et al.
likewise note that the formation of pyrolytic char itself likewise en-
hances the microwave energy absorption rate in experiments with corn
stover [14]. Fast pyrolysis of raw biomass can also be achieved, al-
though very high power densities are required unless the biomass
contains sufficient inherent microwave-susceptible minerals. As dis-
cussed in this work and in the Supplemental Material, very rapid
heating rates cause explosive vaporization of the moisture and volatile
compounds, resulting in structural damage to particles or compressed
pellets similar to steam explosion or result in localized plasma forma-
tion. Sun et al. reviewed in detail the interplay between microwave-
metal absorption, discharges, and plasma events and how they pertain
to pyrolysis and industrial liquid fuel production processes [15].

In addition to advantages for probing fundamental pyrolysis reac-
tion mechanisms, microwave-enhanced fast pyrolysis has also been
proposed for industrial processes [15]. For example, microwaves have
been investigated as a pyrolysis conversion process for high moisture
content sewer sludge [16] and sewer sludge digestate [17]. Appleton
et al. also discussed in detail the applications of employing microwave
heating to remediation and pyrolysis of scrap tires at an industrial scale,
and found it to outperform conventional heating for both environ-
mental and economic factors although material specific details such as
dielectric properties and compositional impacts are scarce [9]. Wang
et al. likewise found that microwave-assisted pyrolysis is highly scale-
able and deployable to improve distributed energy systems [14]. Lei
et al. [4] investigated the microwave pyrolysis of corn stover in a coded
level factorial experiment for a response surface investigating particle
size (0.5–4.0mm), reaction temperature (516–684 °C) and residence
time (4.6–21.4 min) with heating rates of 50–160 °C/min [4]. They
obtained yields of 50–76wt% (wt%) volatiles (27–36wt% oil and
17–46wt% gas) across the investigated conditions. Volatile yield in-
creased with reaction condition severity but was independent of par-
ticle size [4]. Interestingly, the yield of oil did not appear to track with
reaction temperature, time, or particle size as higher yield values
spanned the range of all three variables. In general, the same volatiles
were observed at the various severities. An analysis of the average

carbon-number in the bio-oil identified primary contributions at
C6–C14 with peaks at C6–C9 and (centered about an apex of C8) and
C14. In general, less severe processing had greater numbers of C14
molecules and lower C6-9, suggesting intuitively that larger macro-
molecular units are ejected at lower temperatures compared to an en-
hanced thermal cracking regime at the more severe processing condi-
tions. Omoriyekomwan has noted that there is relatively more phenolic
production in slow microwave pyrolysis, compared to a fixed bed re-
actor [18]. As mentioned, many biomass characteristics and process
variables impact the resulting yields of fast pyrolysis reactions. Other
works have also investigated the microwave pyrolysis of corn stover
[19] and other biomass residues such as coffee hulls [20] at low heating
rates.

Ren et al. performed a similar central composite surface metho-
dology to investigate the conversion of Douglass fir with reaction
temperature (365–435 °C) and residence time (11–19min) [21]. The
studied conditions produced yields up to 53.9 wt% and products similar
to those of a fluidized bed reactor [21]. In general, both the yield of oil
and gas increased with process severity conditions of temperature and
residence time. Guaiacols were found to be the most abundant chemical
family in the resulting bio-oil. Fairly consistent relative abundance of
guaiacols was observed across the operating conditions with slightly
decreased yields at the lowest reaction time. Other notable contributing
chemical families were furans, phenols and organic acids. Furans were
also observed at fairly consistent abundance across process conditions.
Phenols tended to increase in relative abundance with severity while
acids decreased. Due to the low range of temperatures investigated,
these trends may be due to the partial decomposition of lignin and
structural carbohydrates. Of the three primary structural components of
biomass, hemicellulose breaks down at the lowest process severity and
produces organic acids through carboxylation and cleavage of the
pentose sugars, accounting for the abundance of these components at
low severity conditions. At the higher severity, it would be expected
that the lignin would more fully decompose, increasing the relative
abundance of phenolics. Sharma et al. noted that the pyrolysis of waste
tires has significant energy recovery compared to incineration as well as
produces useful byproducts (carbon black, recyclable scrap metal, etc.),
is an environmentally attractive alternative, and use of microwave
heating was an efficient way to deconstruct the material [22]. Wu et al.
found that char produced in both conventional and microwave-assisted
systems were compositionally similar [23].

While there are many differences between the studied feedstocks, it
is clear that additional optimization of microwave pyrolysis conditions
are needed to produce pyrolysis oil yields and compositions similar to
those achieved in more mature techniques, such as the fluidized bed
reactor [24] and those studied through catalytic hydrotreating [25] for
transportation fuels. In this work, a microwave-enhanced fast pyrolysis
(MEFP) reactor was developed to rapidly and uniformly heat biomass
materials to achieve liquid yields comparable to that of a fluidized bed
reactor. In addition, the unit was designed to be sufficiently agile to
conveniently complete several tests per day to enable interrogating the
impact of a range of feedstock types and reaction conditions, including
heating rate and maximum reaction temperature. The objective of this
work is to compare the liquid yields and key liquid properties with
those obtained using a circulating fluidized bed reactor using the same
biomass materials. This allowed for the quantitative and qualitative
verification of operation in addition to establishing a method of pre-
dictive modeling for product yields based on feedstock properties. As
part of this effort, the effects of heating rate and sample size on mi-
crowave-enhanced fast pyrolysis (MEFP) product yields are also ex-
amined and discussed. After the reactor system was verified against
widely adopted techniques, thirty three (33) biomass materials and
blends, including woody feedstock, with and without bark, agricultural
residues, and herbaceous energy crops were processed in the reactor.
The resulting pyrolysis liquid yields were regressed with over 20
feedstock fuel and compositional properties to establish a baseline
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